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Wallenstein's Ende. Ursachen, Verlauf und Fohjen der Katastropte auf
Grund neuer Quellen untersucht und dargestelU. Von HEINRICH RITTER

VON SRBIK. (Vienna : Seidel, 1920.)

OUR notice of Ritter von Srbik's monograph has been accidentably some-
what delayed ; but we should be sorry to have omitted to recognize the
value of a research confronted by an almost unparalleled array of diffi-
culties and carried out with unexceptionable insight. For it is insight,
rather than impartiality in the ordinary sense of the word, which is needed
in a conclusive inquiry into a subject of so much complexity, and calling,
at almost every stage, for an appreciation of the conflicting points of view
which have affected, where they have not actually decided, contemporary
and later judgement of events and characters. And it is to this gift, which
no less a historian than Ranke may be said to have been the first to apply
to the treatment of the story of Wallenstein as a whole, that Ritter von
Srbik, who has had the advantage of additional information, acquired- by
indefatigable study of his theme, may fairly lay claim. Thus, unless in parti-
cular directions conscientiously noted by him, there seems little necessity
for expecting a supplementary revision of his conclusions on the issues to
which he has given his main attention, and which bear upon the catastrophe
closing Wallenstein's second period of supreme military command. Of the
notable essay on the ' Downfall of Wallenstein' which the foremost living
authority on the history of the Thirty Years' War, Professor Moriz Ritter,
contributed in 1906 to the Historische Zeitschrift, the opening portion was
rightly devoted to an inquiry into the powers conferred on the generalis-
8imus (this term', though constantly employed, seems never to have
been a strictly official one) at the time of his second appointment (1632),
inasmuch as on the nature and extent of those powers must largely
depend our judgement as to his subsequent relations with the emperor.
Ritter von Srbik's inquiry really starts with Liitzen and thus covers the
second and third parts of Ritter's essay, Wallenstein's political negotiations
and aims from that date onwards, and the counter-action of the emperor
and his counsellors which ended in the catastrophe, and thus, with the
addition of a discussion of its more immediate consequences, the work
before us possesses a unity of its own. But it necessarily involved a
reference to ' Wallenstein-literature' as a whole, and the extraordinary
magnitude and fullness of this field of research constituted the first and
most obvious of the difficulties of his task.

In a note to the very first page of his introduction, Ritter von
Srbik refers the reader to Helene Raff's admirable survey (in the Deutsche
Rundsckau of August 1916), a perusal of which we venture to recommend
to all interested, whether as historical or as literary students, in the subject
of ' Wallenstein Literature, Old and New'. From this it appears that
when Georg Schmid and Viktor Loewe accomplished their many years'
task of cataloguing the literature in question for the Mittheilwngen des
Verein* fur Geschichte der Devtschen in Bohmen, their bibliography had
extended beyond its 2,5OQth number. If to such a result are added the large
body of materials printed in the Fontes Rerum Atistriacarum by Hallwich—
to mention him only by name among recent German authorities in this
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field of research—by Zibrt in his Bibliographic 6eske' Hist., and the very
considerable gleanings of Ritter von Srbik and others in the archives
of Vienna (we trust still intact on this head) and other centres of
inquiry—including the Vatican and Eger, the locality of the ' Execution'—
the total of primary and secondary sources assumes formidable
dimensions. And we may accordingly here leave out of sight the
literary treatment of the historical episode and its principal figure. This
treatment, from (say) Glapthorne's Albcriua Wallenstein onwards (as
to the genesis of which tragedy Ritter von Srbik on Creizenach's, authority
corrects H. Raff's statement) to Schiller, Grillparzer, and later writers,
would, however, if only in view of Coleridge, well warrant a summary for
English readers. We are unable to say what place in Wallenstein-literature
ought to be assigned to Riccarda Buch's ; character-study ' (1915), which
receives great praise both from H. Raff and from Ritter von Srbik as a
masterly psychological analysis, not having as yet seen a copy of this
particular production of a popular and evidently highly accomplished
writer.

The work before us is divided into three books, which stood severally in
a different relation to the object proposed to himself by the author. The
' Antecedents of the Catastrophe' had necessarily to include a summary
not to be compressed into an integral part of the narrative except by
conveying a general judgement of the political situation at the time
when the final catastrophe began to cast its first shadows over the relations
between Wallenstein and the emperor. In other words, the intentions
of the general from about the middle of the year 1633, when his negotations
with Saxony began, and whence they were carried on up to the date of
his death in an almost unbroken series, have to be defined in so far as they
admit of definition, and the efforts of his adversaries, with their effects
upon the emperor, have to be traced to their beginnings as a continu-
ous sequence, as they may be from Count Schlick's mission to head-
quarters (August 1633), or perhaps from the forgery of the supposed
Heidersdorf peace proposals at a rather earlier date (June). The successive
stages in this twofold preliminary inquiry occupy Ritter von Srbik's first
book, which carries us down to the imperial patent of 24 January 1634,
the failure of the arrest of Wallenstein, the merciless Patent of Proscription
of 18 February, Wallenstein's (second) appeal to his troops (now only
the remnant of them) at Pilsen, and his flight to Eger and his doom.
From the first—in the case of Wallenstein almost to the very last, and in
the case of the emperor in his treatment of the deed after it had been done—
we recognize the crucial double cause of the doubtfulness surrounding the
transactions here traced with the utmost minuteness and care—the
uncertainty in the actions of the general, and the hesitation in those of
the emperor. Oxenstjerna, whose more or less epigrammatic judgements
are not .wont to be obscured by ambiguity, expressed himself to the
effect that the shortcomings of Wallenstein were to be found not in his
intentions, but in the accomplishment of them ; and the censure applies
to Wallenstein's political pacificism as well as to his views on government
in general. How far, one is inclined to ask at the outset, were his views
as to the desirableness of a general peace after Lutzen in harmony with
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those of Gundaker von Liechtenstein, who was at that time in favour of
a course which he dared not even recommend to the emperor, but of
which Trautmannsdorf would, it was hoped, take some-note? Of all
the ' pacifications of resignation' concluded in its day by the house of
Austria, this would have been one of the strangest. On the other hand,
the Emperor Ferdinand II was not only weak by nature, and in the last
resort under the control of his confessors ; but (as Hitter von Srbik shows
in a very interesting chapter) he, as a genuine Habsburger, stood under the
influence of a theory of government which placed the interest of the state
above all other considerations but that of the interests of religion as
conceived by or interpreted to him. And it was thus that, in the condemna-
tion of Wallenstein and the execution of it, the labor improbua of the
emperor's counsellors carried the day, backed as they were by the influence
of the emperor's heir, a prince of self-reliant judgement, and by that of
the courageous Maximilian of Bavaria, and consistently supported by Spain
and Rome when the die had been cast. The plan was made known to
Onate even before the resolution had been taken and to Lamormain by
Ferdinand II himself. Thus it came to the knowledge of Piccolomini,
who was to play so decisive a part in its execution. It is known how he
hesitated; how the first attempt to make a prisoner of Wallenstein at
Pilsen failed; And how, by the Patent of Proscription already mentioned,
Wallenstein was branded as a desperate traitor, bis command transferred,
awards promised, and the execution proper proclaimed.

The second book of Ritter von Srbik's research contains a review of
the process of that execution, based on authorities for the most part
already known, but whose correlation to one another is here carefully
examined. A new source is added "in the Wahrhaffle Relation (the' title is
more or less generic) drawn up at Eger before the end of the month,
and here shown to have been drafted by Gordon, the commander of the
fortress of Eger and a member of the Scoto-Irish triad to whom the final
arrangements had been entrusted, and to have been ' corrected' by
Piccolomini for the emperor's eye. It is doubtful whether this account
was actually submitted to him; for two ' relations' had already reached
Vienna, one brought by Leslie, an officer in the murdered Trcka's regiment,
and the other a report specially dispatched by Butler, Piccolomini's right
hand, as he may be called, through one of his own officers, Macdaniel.
This latter is lost; but Ritter von Srbik concludes it to have been the
main basis of an Italian Breve et verace raguaglio compiled at Vienna for
the information of the emperor, under the editorship of Piccolomini, who
was actually at Vienna from .about the 9 to the 19 March 1634, and thus
to possess a satisfactory claim to be designated by him Piccolomini's Infor-
matio. For, though the actual compilation was entrusted by him to his
confidential secretary DiodatL, no one but himself had so close a knowledge
of the immediate antecedents of the catastrophe, and to no other could
it be of so much consequence to show how the injunction ' alive or dead *
had been carried out, and how he had met the responsibilities imposed
upon him.

And thus—apart of course from the irresistible attraction of further
details about the execution itself—from the murderous banquet in
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Gordon's house to the awful nocturnal solitude in which the chief victim
of the house of Austria's revenge was massacred—the most signal interest
of the publication before us, after all, belongs to its concluding portion, or
third book (epilogue), where the personage upon whom our attention is
principally concentrated is neither Wallenstein nor the emperor, but he
with whose name Schiller's tragedy ends—PiccolominL He was foremost
among the actual directors of the execution—with Gallas (with whom
he was by no means on the easiest of terms) and Aldringen, as he was to
be one of the most prominent in the long list of its beneficiaries, which
extended in the one direction to the most efficient among the soldiery
employed and in another to the Spanish envoy Onate and the Jesuit
novitiate of St. Anne at Vienna.

In view of the abundant recompense, the expectation of which had been,
to say the least, a chief incentive to their participation in the action, and
in view, of the tremendous responsibility incurred by its perpetrators, Picco-
lomini and his associates had, from the first, used every effort to cast the
main burden of that responsibility upon the emperor himself, and thus to
make it manifest to the world at large, official and non-official, military
and civil, home and foreign, that while the chief agents of his policy acted
within the limits of their own responsibility, that was entirely covered by
his own. The effect of the doom of Wallenstein and his faithful followers
on a world engaged in a deadly war of religions, nations, and interests
had been the inevitable one, and Ferdinand's nature was not such as to
stand firm in face of the storm. Only a few days after the consummation
had been reached, the emperor had been advised to inform the sovereigns
and imperial ambassadors of Europe by means of a circular in several
languages, that the punishment of the now dead chief traitors and rebels
had been carried out ' without any expression of opinion or command on
the part of His Imperial Majesty'. Yet, at first, the feeling at Vienna
seems to have been that everything depended on convincing the world
of the guilt of Wallenstein and his companions, and that the necessity
was consequently imposed upon the emperor of carrying out the execution
against them. But though such was the tenor of the earliest official or
inspired expressions in the pamphlet literature of the moment, it was soon
borne in upon the Austrian court that something more was needed. In
one of the most notable productions of contemporary Wallenstein-literature,
on which already Ranke bestowed very special notice, Albert* Fridlandi
PerdueQionis Chaos rive Ingrati Animi Abyssus, may be recognized a deter-
mined endeavour to crush all doubts as to the extent of Wallenstein's
guilt and the consequent justification of his doom; and Bitter von Srbik,
who returns to the subject of the authorship of this work in an appendix,
has demonstrated that though it was composed by one who shared the
opinions of Count Slawata, perhaps the most inveterate of Friedland's
adversaries, ita actual author was the Jesuit court-preacher Father
Johannes Weingartner, from whose learned and rhetorical pen also
proceeded the pamphlets usually quoted as An Expediat and Exhortatio
Angeli Provincialis. With his colleague Lamormain (to whose authorship
the Chaos has also been ascribed), Weingartner, whose religious prin-
ciples and educational ideas were alike permeated by political purpose,
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represented the conscience of the emperor which they controlled, and had
become one of the most useful and powerful personalities at the court of
Vienna and within the sphere of its influence.

The deed had been done, and the public invited to recognize its neces-
sity ; but, even in an Apologia which added nothing material to Piccolo-
mini's misrepresentations of Wallenstein's designs (it went back so far as
the official inquiry into the Lutzen laches in order to prove his cruelty in
the way of death-sentences upon military offenders), the defence was in so
far treated as insufficient that it held out the promise of a forthcoming
' deduction' for the satisfaction of Christendom and posterity.

This was produced in an official manifesto, under the title of (transla-
tion is not easy) the ' Detailed and Fundamental Report of the previous
(vorgewesi) Abominable Treason (Prodition) of Friedland and his Adherents',
which early in May was put into the hands of the Reichshofrat Prickelmayer
for final drafting, and, after being approved by the council and communi-
cated to Piccolomini and other generals in command for their confirmation,
publicly circulated in the following October. But, before this final step
was taken, the production had been submitted to the heir to Jhe throne,
whose appointment as conimander-in-chief had been purposely delayed
in order that it might be accompanied by the appearance of the vindication
of the policy which had made it possible. King Ferdinand Ill 's opinion
was that the manifesto should not be published without a seiUcntia post
mortem: in other words, that the army, the empire—it might be added
Rome—and the world should be satisfied by a judicial decision, in whatever
way it might be reached, as to the question of the treason of Wallenstein
and his associates. But the protest was overruled, and the manifesto
placed on record the position assumed by the imperial government on the
* information' of Piccolomini, that the emperor's action covered that of
the agents of the execution, and that he and he alone remained responsible
for the ending of Wallenstein. ' The Sienese', in our author's words,' had
gained the victory over the emperor as well as over the dead commander.'

And so the decision as to the problem of Wallenstein's guilt, which
is in reality but a part of the problem of his whole character and career,
and of-their relation to the political and religious future awaiting Germany
and the world, was left to the only judge capable of indicating, if not of
formulating, its solution—to history. Neither Piccolomini nor Ferdi-
nand II could determine, as neither of them could arrest, that judgement
when, in its own time and later, it came. Ritter von Srbik, in the fascinating
work before us, has not failed to show his consciousness of the tenor of
the ultimate verdict; but he has set his own contribution limits the wise
observation of which is not the least of its merits. A. W. WARD.

Struensee og den Danshe Cenlraladminuiratum Statsslyrelse og Stats/or-
vaUning i det 18 Aarhundrede. ,Af AXEL LTNVALD. (Copenhagen:
Pios Forlag, 1921.)

IN an essay of barely 140 pages, Dr. Linvald has thrown more light upon
Struensee and his werk than has issued from far more ambitious publica-
tions. The destined continuator of Edvard Holm's great history, he has


